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Abstract

There sometimes is a decidedly dark side to software metrics that many of us have observed, but few have openly discussed. It is clear to me that we often get what we ask for with software metrics and we sometimes get side effects from the metrics that overshadow any value we might derive from the metrics information. Whether or not our models are correct, and regardless of how well or poorly we collect and compute software metrics, people’s behaviors change in predictable ways to provide the answers management asks for when metrics are applied. Don’t take me wrong; I believe most people in this field are hard working and well intentioned, and although some of the behaviors cause by metrics may seem funny, quaint, or even silly, they are serious responses created in organizations because of the use of metrics. Some of these responses seriously hamper productivity and can actually reduce quality.

The presentation focuses on a metric that I’ve seen used in many organizations (readiness for release) and some of the disruptive results in those organizations. I’ve focused on three examples of different metrics that have been used and a few examples of the behaviors elicited by using the metrics. For obvious reasons, the examples have been subtly altered to protect the innocent (or guilty). The three metrics are:

1. Defect find/fix rate
2. Percent of tests running/Percent of tests passing
3. Complex model based metrics (e.g., COCOMO)

Some of the observed behaviors include:

• testers withholding defect reports
• punishment of test groups (and individual testers) for not finding defects sooner
• use of “Pocket lists” of defects by developers and testers
• blocks of unrelated defects being marked as duplicates of one new consolidated defect (to reduce the defect count)
• artificial shifting of defects to other projects or temporary “unassigning” of defects to reduce the defect count
• changing definitions of what a test or test case is to change the count of tests
• shipping of products with known missing features because 100% testing was achieved
• routine changing of expected results to known incorrect results so the test would pass
• lowered ranking of testers because they weren’t finding defects as quickly as the model showed they should
• holding back on defect reporting and testing because the model showed they shouldn’t be found yet
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